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GIANT REPTILE SHOT AND KILLED IN
DEADWOOD
HISTORIC MEETING OF
DEADWOOD’S FIRST
TOWN COUNCIL

After wild and unsubstantiated
rumours of a ‘Giant Worm’ seen
in and around the town of
Deadwood and several reports of
missing livestock and people.
A Calotype Print showing
indisputable evidence of the
Magnificent Beast has been
submitted to this paper. While
several people have claimed to
have struck the killing blow it is
clearly the town local telegraph
officer who should be
congratulated.
This photographic evidence may
finely disprove the long running
argument started by Count
Georges-Louis Leclerc Buffon,
that ‘Life in America is a
diminished, second-best version
of Europe a "degenerate" copy.
And that the continent of the
Americas is mostly swamp and
has only recently lifted itself up
out of the sea. It is still drying
out, so anything that lived here
cannot compete with the drier,
hardier, more bracing climate in
Europe.’
Several scientists from as far
afield as Washington DC have
been seen in the areas with large
sums being offered for scientific
samples. Some scientist have
expressed dismay that locals
within the town have been trying
to charge a ‘Scientific
Investigation Fee’ for study’s
undertaken in areas surrounding
the town of ‘Deadwood’

Attack of the serpent

DAY OF CELEBRATION IN
DEADWOOD DECLARED
In light of the recent ‘apocalyptic’
events surrounding the town of
Deadwood and recent influx of
new settlers from both the north
and the south Mayor Pacifico has
declared a festival to be held a
month from the date of this
paper.

In an unprecedented move
and in light of the towns
growing financial success
Mayor Pacifico has
extended town
responsibilities to several
notable town leaders.
This paper notes that some
within the Mayors chosen
enclave are recent arrivals
in town. The Mayor
M
has
assured this paper that once
ratified a list of the new
council members will be
made available to citizens.

To honour both the Mayors home
country and the date of the
festival itself, the festival will
reflect the traditional Dia De
Muertos though he is quick to
point out all religions and cultures
are welcome.
Attendees are reminded that they
should dress appropriately for the
festival and that drunkenness,
brawling and shooting of guns
within the town limits will result
in incarceration by the local
sheriff.
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TELEGRAPH REPORTS
RECORD NUMBER OF
CUSTOMERS
The Deadwood Telegraph has
reported its busiest ever month.
Representatives from the main
telegraph office in Little Rock are
quoted as saying ‘The level of
messages arriving from Deadwood
has disrupted services throughout
Arkansas.
As such we are endeavouring to
improve the telegraphic network
throughout the south this will
include new services to Texas and
possibly even as far as the current
border.’ All local surveyors,
joiners and general labourers are
encouraged to report to local
telegraph offices for contract.
AN IMPASSIONED ORATOR
HEARD ON THE STREETS OF
DEADWOOD
“We stand at the crossroads
between what we feel is right and
just and what others tell us is
wrong and vile.
One path leads to light the other
leads down a very dark path
“Our friends and Neighbours have
been attacked for simply being
who they are or what they were
accused of being at the behest of
men and women far from here
guided by fear and bigotry of that
which they chose to not
understand. Our town has been
attacked our homes ransacked
without the backing of a Lawful
Mandate to do so.
“Our lawfully elected Senators
great men, men like Senator
Huckabee of Georgia, Senator
Kimes of Arkansas and Senator
Thompson of Mississippi made a
stand against this oppression.
They chose the path leading to the
light.
Remember they stood for us in
that Senate not themselves but for

us, they stood for us against Bigotry,
they stood against hatred and they
stood for us against fear.
“These men stood in the Senate
representing us and were denied a
voice for us!
Were denied the right to speak for us!
Were denied the right to express our
views for us !
“Senator Kimes stood to protect us
from a ravening private Militia, the
Militia nothing more than a Lynch mob
sponsored by corporate interest and its
lap dog Northern Generals, this Lynch
Mob tasked with routing out the so
called undesirable and the unwanted in
the South.
“In the South not the North.
That’s the key here.
In OUR homes not their OWN!
That’s where these Brigands were to
work in our homes.
“Senator Kimes and Senator Huckabee
took every step open to them, explored
every avenue, to resolve this for us.
They stood for us and were denied the
rights they were due as our Senators.
Senator Thompson asked for
discussion, and was denied
“Senator Kimes asked for an Enquiry,
and was denied, denied even the right
to ask the question why.
“They even spoke to the men of the
South in Service of our great nation to
ask for their help.
Men.” - Unknown.
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WARNING TO CITIZENS
The paper has been contacted
directly by the office of
General James and has been
ORDERED to print the
following.
Citizens

in

the

state

of

Arkansas take note. After
repeated attacks on military
personnel in the region all
citizens are advised that any
aggressive act toward the
soldiers

of

Regiments

the
will

Special
be

dealt

with swiftly and with deadly
force. These soldiers can be
easily

recognised

special

badges

by
and

the
arm

bands. Citizens are ordered
to obey all commands of
these troops and assist them
in any way required

The office has contacted
several local militia and troop
leaders including the office of
regulators but has received no
‘on the record’ response though
rumours abound that these
troops are not part of the
regular army and should be
avoided by all citizens in the
area.

